Financial Planners Nationally
PROFILE
This is unique information that we have Exclusively, comprehensively covering Financial Planners in
their Private Firms. This file is constantly kept up-to-date with Principals/Partners, so up-to-date that the
List Owner is Guaranteeing the files deliverability 97%+. There are no retired, part time ‘old registration
data’ or ‘at home’ records on this file unless their Businesses are Trading from that site.
SELECTIONS
Multiple or One contact per Firm…(figures below are multiple)….State, Fields as below…
NSW
2633

ACT
121

VIC
2433

QLD
1320

SA
324

WA
566

TAS
113

NT
41

TOTAL
7537

Database main feature summary:
· Email Contacts are personal vs. general business addresses and have been cleansed (updated and
corrected) regularly.
· These firms have demonstrated by purchase, memberships or subscription repeatedly within the last 3
years to be astute, proactive and open minded seeking ways to improve both their and their business
client’s businesses value and performance
· Data contained = Firm Name, Title, First Name, Last Name, Position, Postal and Physical addresses,
Postcode, Personal Business Email addresses (no admin, reception, inquiry etc.) Phone number.
For Emailing, all contacts are ANTI SPAM compliant, as they are publicly available contacts, when you
make clear who you are and provide an unsubscribe option.
PRICING
$300 set up, $350 per 1,000 for Mailing, or $395 per 1,000 for Phone ($660 per 1,000 for both as single
use or $1.25 per record for multi-use.)
$480 per 1,000 for single use Email ($900 per 1000 for 2 times, $1,300 per 1000 for 3 times use or
$1500 per 1000 for 12 months multi-use) or $1.95 per record for all fields for 12 months multi-use.
All plus GST.
FORMAT
Databases are provided as Excel.....All single use unless specified above… Minimum Order of 1,000 records.
GUARANTEE
Accountable List Brokers have been approved to offer and guarantee these Lists deliverability 97% for
Mailing data, within 30 days of data delivery.
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